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The Nord Center Provides Computer Kiosks for Patients

The Nord Center is introducing five stand-alone kiosks at its South Broadway location. The Nord Center hopes to help bridge the “digital divide” by providing computer access to patients and their families who may not otherwise have access to the Internet.

Users are able to access targeted local resources and pertinent national resources via links displayed on the homepage. Limited Internet access will also provide the ability for users to conduct their own searches, check email, sign up for health coverage or apply for other benefits.

“By connecting patients with information they may not otherwise have been able to access, our hope is that they will become better informed, allowing for improved decision-making and healthier behaviors,” states Amy Denger, Chief Executive and Operating Officer.

The kiosks were designed and built by clients enrolled in The Nord Center Vocational Training Program located at the agency’s Clifton Avenue facility in Lorain.

The Nord Center is a not-for-profit private organization serving the mental health needs of Lorain county residents.
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